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A word from the founder and CEO of
Women and Drones 
Welcome to Vertical Space!

All over the world, the pandemic has caused disruption to nearly every aspect of life.

Our new reality has many businesses and entrepreneurs pivoting to find a new path

forward. We are launching Vertical Space to share stories about people, organizations,

and companies who are expanding their vertical view. They are surviving and finding

new ways to thrive in our industry.

  

As we say hello to a new year, we will continue to expand our reach to support our

network both professionally and personally. Keep an eye out for new initiatives,

including expanding our strategic relationships and providing access to products and

services, all with a focus on growing the industry and helping us all thrive. 

Watch this Vertical Space!
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Sharon
"I'D RATHER REGRET THE RISKS THAT DIDN'T WORK OUT

THAN THE CHANCES I DIDN'T TAKE AT ALL” 
– SIMONE BILES

Sharon Rossmark



Hello and Welcome,

My name is Belinda, and I am Vertical Space's eMagazine creator,

graphic editor. I am a FAA Certified Part 107 remote pilot and

geospatial services provider in Central Texas and surrounding areas.

Our idea behind the Vertical Space eMagazine is to connect, support,

encourage, share knowledge, and recognize achievements in the

UAS/UAM industry and beyond. This is a vertical space from seafloor to

ceiling! Whether you need a mentor, motivation, support, or

information, we want to be the digital connection at your fingertips by

providing access to others in our industry. 

Let's connect, partner up and grow. 

 

Please reach out to us and the small businesses as well as individuals

who support us. Let them know you found them here.

 

I hope you enjoy our inaugural issue, and we look forward to sharing

your story.

Happy Mapping,

LETTER

FROM

Managing Director
THE

BELINDA BETANCOURT DOW

Belinda

ManagingDirector@womenanddrones.com

www.dowgeospatial.com
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“At FOX, we believe it is essential to provide
visibility to women in the drones industry
which is why we are proud to sponsor the
FOX Piloting Innovation Award and honor
UPS as its recipient.”

““UPS Flight Forward cultivates a diverse and
inclusive work environment, which fosters
innovation and is fully aligned with UPS’s focus on
meeting customer needs. As we master different
use cases for drone delivery, we gain experience
that enables us to provide new solutions and help
inform the decisions and policies that govern our
industry. Being honored by Women and Drones
highlights the achievements of UPS Flight Forward,
especially the women on our team and hopefully
that attention attracts more talented women to the
UAS industry.”
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Sharri Berg COO, News & Operations, FOX Television
Stations & EVP, News Operations, Fox News Channel

Myron Wright, President,
 UPS Flight Forward
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At UPSFF, the 2020 Women and Drones

Honoree in the Team/Innovation category, women

occupy leadership positions in business

development, engineering, human resources,

maintenance, flight operations and technology.

The company’s resulting success is undeniable. In

just one year of operation, UPSFF developed a

highly successful drone delivery use case,

transporting medical samples and equipment

between locations on hospital campuses faster

than ground vehicles. The first revenue flight was

operated by an all-female crew.

The company also earned the Federal Aviation

Administration’s Part 135 Standard certification,

enhancing UPSFF’s ability to grow and expand

beyond healthcare campuses. Woman who are

aviation and business professionals have played

an enormous role in the success of UPS Flight

Forward, which has made history again and again

in the field of drone delivery.

UPSFF had a role at the Commercial UAV

(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) Expo last month, when

four women team members spoke at the virtual

event via a video panel about their roles, including

their advocacy for women in the drone industry.

During the discussion, the panelists detailed their

personal journeys as they navigated a male-

dominated career path in aviation. It wasn’t always

easy, but dedication and persistence pays off. And

their professional successes speak volumes. 

“The key is to really find what you love to do,” said

Candice McHargue, UAS maintenance controller

at UPSFF. “Companies are looking for innovation

and people who can think outside the box. As a

young girl, over 25 years ago, I never thought I’d

be working with drones.”

Advancing women in a field predominately

occupied by men is just one of the many ways

UPS Flight Forward has taken a leadership role in

the commercial drone industry. Drones are

unlocking a whole new dimension in logistics, and

while we can already point to important real-world

accomplishments, we have only scratched the

surface of what’s possible. UPS intends to stay in

the driver’s seat as this story unfolds. 

AS UPSFF WOMEN BLAZE
TRAILS IN AVIATION, EVERYONE
BENEFITS

When your company’s primary mission is to test the boundaries of

logistics to better serve customers, a diverse, inclusive team – with

women in leadership positions – is crucial to ensuring the kind of

innovation that leads to success. A diverse team increases talent

engagement, fosters creative thinking, enhances customer service and

ultimately drives better financial performance.

By Sherri Roberts, Chief Pilot UPS Flight Forward

UPS Flight Forward (UPSFF), a pioneer in the drone delivery industry,

proves that point every day. The UPS subsidiary, founded last year, 

features a deep bench of talented technologists and business

professionals with diverse backgrounds. Many are women, which is

particularly notable considering that men hold about 93% of the jobs in

the drone industry overall. 
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WOMEN AND
DRONES MEMBERSHIP
PROGRAM AND JOBS
BOARD
By  Dr .  Tu l i nda  La r sen ,  Women  and

Drones  Adv i so r y  Boa rd

Just as the commercial drone
industry has taken off in the
past several years, so has Woman
and Drones. Founded in 2017,
Women and Drones by Sharon
Rossmark, we are now a
network of more than 6,000
women using our platform to
connect, collaborate and find
opportunities to balance the
gender equation in the drone
industry.
 
Women and Drones is converted
network to a Membership based
organization. Women and Drones
Membership Program offers
benefits to improve the position of
women in the drone industry. The
membership is open to  military,
first responders, government
employees, students, and
academics.
 
Our membership includes pilots,
marketing professionals,
engineers, educators, and many
other professions. We are very
well educated with 80% holding at
least a four-year degree.
 
Plus, we have membership
categories for Corporations,
Academic institutions, including
training companies, and
affiliated organizations. We are
proud to have large industry
leading companies such as
GEAirXos, Pix4D, AirMap,
Moreton Insurance, HiTec and DJI 

as our Corporate members and smaller
companies providing innovation in the
drone industry, including DroneHive,
Little Arms Studios, Happy Take Off,
GLOBE, Copter Express, Sam Scully
Staffing, Skydio, FoxFury Lighting
Solutions, DroneUp, P3Tech
Consulting, Unmanned Systems
Operations, Skywatch.ai, and Autel .
These companies have made a
commitment to balancing the gender
equation in the drone industry.
 
By becoming a member of women and
drones, you become part of this
emerging dynamic organization that has
become the centralized source for
inclusion of women in the technology
workforce.
 
The Women and Drones Jobs Board
connects companies with qualified
women to fill positions. Jobs include full-
time, part-time, and even internships 
 
Job seekers can search the posted jobs
and post resumes. We even have
resources to help women enter the
technology job market and to advance
their career.
 
Companies can post multiple jobs and
be featured as a leader in promoting
gender equality. Plus, companies can
search the posted resumes to
find qualified candidates.
 
Network, share, and grow as we grow!
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As a certified remote pilot,
working in the field is where we
all want to be; it sure beats
sitting in front of the computer.
Sometimes,however, conditions
may not be optimal for drone
flights, in spite of looming
deadlines. The pressure to get
the job done, despite possible
complications, can be
overwhelming.  In demanding
moments, a Standard Operating
Policy (SOP) manual is
imperative. “Normal” flight
operations are straight-forward,
but defines normal? When
beyond “normal” should one call
the UA flight off? This not-so-
simple question (and others!) are
answered in an SOP.  Regardless
of how large or small the
operation, take the time to
standardize operations and
understand what is “normal”
versus situations which may be
challenging and/or downright
dangerous.  We are, after all,
flying within the National
Airspace System (NAS) regulated
by the FAA.  Take the time to
intimately understand operating
requirements, and more
importantly,boundaries for safe
operations.

Document standards, including risk
assessment steps, checklists (pre-
planning, field, and post-flight). 
Actively documenting normal flight
processes will promote effective
decision-making steps for all
situations.  Remember to also include
copies of 107 certificates and
insurance information as this
document should be easily accessible
in the field (a hard or digital copy
should be on your person)!  Benjamin
Franklin summarizes this concept
well: “By failing to prepare you’ve
prepared to fail.” The purpose of an
SOP is to outline procedures designed
to promote repeatable, safe UA
operation and ensure consistency
between pilots and crewmembers. The
SOP manual is a living, document
which means it needs to be annually
updated.  Develop it to promote safe,
efficient, and lawful UA operations
every time in the field. Safety, above
all else, should be the primary concern
in each and every operation,
regardless of the nature of the
mission.  As a steward of the UA
industry, responsible remote pilots are
expected to be aware of their
surroundings and take into account
any special characteristics of the area
or the mission being flown..

As COO & majority owner of SMG,
Jennifer is dedicated to developing sUAS
training programs, overall logistics, and
operations. Co-author of several sUAS
books, Jennifer guides agencies &
organizations with program
implementation. Jennifer also channels
her expertise into cultivating marketing
content and messaging for
manufacturers and development of sUAS
messaging to the commercial sUAS
market.

B Y :  J E N N I F E R  P I D G E N

A  D R O N E  P I L O T ' S

B E S T  F R I E N D - S O P
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Sam Scully Staffing was created with a passion for aligning technology talented women to businesses

seeking female talent and functioning in this new emerging digital transformation era. Sam’s background

has been technology since she began using IBM III Selected typewriters to using IBM 286- 486 DOS in high

school. After majoring in Management Information Systems, Sam created Techknow to hire herself out as

a consultant. Sam was assigned to working on enterprise software and computer training projects with

companies like Microsoft, Warner Bros, and AT&T, and she was frequently asked to refer other women to

these types of projects.

Indigo Staffing then emerged, as Sam developed another tech company to help provide solutions. Sam

began to source women and men as Computer Trainers, Data Scientists, Project Managers, and

Programmers with companies on the West Coast. The company has been in business for five years,

successfully working in the Airline, Aviation, Construction, and Engineering industries.  

 

Sam Scully Staffing is a certified Veteran Owned small business. Sam was an honorary discharge from the

United States Navy in the nineties. With the Veteran status and federal certificate, Sam can directly

compete for the national contacts and sourcing of technology talent with the United States Government. 

 

Sam is exploring new areas to source and participate in diversity and inclusion. Recently, Sam joined

forces with Women and Drones and InterDrone partnerships to produce “Career Connect.”    Attendees

can access a showcase, a series of interviews from drone companies seeking drone technology talent

before the actual event.  On December 16 -18 the conference will be live, and you may attend to find out

more information how to be employed in the drone industry.

STAFFING TECHNOLOGY 
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IN RECOGNIZING THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF A FEW, WE HOPE TO MOTIVATE MANY.
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KAYE NORTH
EDUCAT ION

"We are inspiring and empowering our

girls by using drones in today’s

classrooms."

AUSTRAL IA
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RAQUEL MOLINA
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

"May this award be an example that with

dedication we all can

fly high!"

BRAZIL
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SUSAN MINNE
PUBL IC  SAFETY

"Public Safety flights have turned a

passion into a life-changing mission."

UNITED  STATES
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DENISE SOESILO
LEADERSHIP

"Inclusion and diversity are essential to

our future with responsible technologies."

SWITZERLAND  
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"Africa has been core to an exciting and rapidly expanding drone
industry and every day I’m reminded how honoured I am that I’m
utilizing my skills as a young African woman to positively impact my
community across various sectors. This award sheds more light to my
deepest beliefs that women will be key in unlocking all drone potentials
across my mother continent."

-Kenya Flying Labs
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Sonja Betschart
Co-Founder & CEO Flying Labs Community Coordinator 

Uyangaa Munkhbat Klaudyna Wrochna
Drone & Data Systems Specialist

Joyce Monsees
Head of HR & Administration 

Amrita Lal
Field Producer Youth Coordinator

& 
GIS Support 

Wee Kheng Yuen
Head of Finance



 "We are very excited to receive the Women and Drones’ 2020 Global Ambassador Award.

All of us at WeRobotics and the Flying Labs network love to share our passion and expertise

for robotics and their local use for social good. Inspiring and motivating girls to engage in

robotics and STEM is part of our daily activities. And empowering and supporting women to

continue being the strong leaders and changemakers they already are is part of our

organizational DNA. Doing so, within our non-profit and the Flying Labs network at large, is

deeply rewarding for all of us. Being honored by Women and Drones for sharing this passion

makes our hearts smile even brighter and we are very grateful for this recognition."

-WeRobotics
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Much has been happening in the drone industry in Africa over the last couple of years.  We have
seen the establishment of the world’s largest drone delivery service, Zipline, in East and West
Africa for the transportation of medical supplies. Other humanitarian drone corridors have been
set up in Malawi and Sierre Leone in partnership with UNICEF.   The Lake Victoria Challenge to
address transportation challenges has grown into the African Drone Forum to include: flying
competitions; business challenges; a regulators summit to promote the harmonization of drone
regulations; unmanned traffic management showcases; and training opportunities.  

South Africa has seen the recent founding of the Drone Council to facilitate the expansion of the
drone industry, with one of its objectives to promote a more balanced involvement of women. This
month, the Kenya Flying Labs was the recipient of the Women and Drones 2020 Humanitarian
Team Award for their work in developing a cholera surveillance programme and providing
cellphone coverage in refugee camps, using drones. There are also a multitude of examples of
champions for ‘drones for good’ bringing the benefits of drone technology to farmers, town
planners, conservationists and disaster management– many of whom are women.

WOMEN AND DRONES IN SOUTH AFRICA 2021

by:  Louisa jupp

terreco aviation (south africa)

photos by:uav aerial works
As licensed drone pilot,  instructor and
the founder of Terreco Aviation, a
consultancy dedicated to promoting the
professional use of drone technology in
agriculture and sustainable food
production. Louise actively promotes
the professional drone industry, not
only as the author of a book on drone
use in agriculture and the editor of a
book that showcases the experience of
global experts, but also by raising
awareness of how drone technology can
help ensure sustainable future food
security through public speaking.
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On these solid foundations lies the opportunity
for inspiring more women and girls to enter the
African drone industry by showcasing these
pioneering women entrepreneurs, pilots,
programme managers and professionals from
across the African continent.  
 
The US based Women and Drones, founded by
Sharon Rossmark, has been at the forefront of
promoting a more inclusive culture for women to
pursue a career in the drone industry.  
 
Given the advancements being made here, I
believe the time is right to extend this level of
support in Africa to ensure more women and
girls are aware of the opportunities in the drone
industry.  I  have been in conversation with
Sharon regarding the establishment of a Women
and Drones Chapter which focuses on engaging
women in the African drone industry. It is with
great excitement that we announce plans to
launch the first international chapter for Women
and Drones in South Africa in early 2021.

The South African Chapter of Women and Drones
will  continue the mission to raise awareness of
the roles women can play in the drone industry
and to inspire and support their greater
involvement in Africa.

To start,  I  will  host ‘Coffee Connections South
Africa’  for the local professional drone
community.  We will  include Spotlight speakers
from the professional drone industry across
Africa and provide a friendly forum for
attendees to meet, share experiences and
support each other for professional and
personal growth.  Coffee Connections South
Africa will  also be open to the wider Women and
Drones community providing more opportunity
to engage with drone professionals from around
the world.
 
With time, the aim is to offer a similar suite of
membership benefits for local members which
may include, for example, a jobs board, resume
reviews, small business support, discounts for
specific activities, training and mentoring
support, merchandise and special promotion
opportunities.
 
Ultimately, my vision for the South African
Chapter of Women and Drones is to see a
connected community of professionals sharing
their passion for this industry and providing
role models for future generations across
Africa.

Watch this vertical space!
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Passion for life. Contagious smile. Genuine warmness. Love for Drones. These are
just a few of the traits that describe Desi Ekstein. We at FoxFury Lighting
Solutions have had the privilege of knowing and working with Desi over the past
year. Her desire to teach drone safety and expand these opportunities to young
women worldwide has been inspiring to our team at FoxFury. We recently
interviewed Desi about her teaching role and how drones are used in nighttime
situations.

I'm a UAS instructor at the Technical Career Institute (TCI) a  Miracosta, in
Carlsbad, California. We teach students everything from learning underwater
drone techniques to flying during different lighting and environmental conditions.
I specifically lead aerial mission training. Upon graduation, my students are safety
team leads for various companies like Shield AI, Sky Scopes, and have even
started their own companies. What's really exciting is that the FAA just
announced the 26 approved schools for Unmanned Aircraft Systems Collegiate
Training Initiative and TCI made the list.

WOMEN AND DRONES:
DESI EKSTEIN INDUSTRY LEADER
INTERVIEW BY 

I come from a family of aviators, but I've always preferred to have my feet on the
ground with my head in the clouds. My love for drones started in 2008 when I
began flying (and crashing) the AR Parrot. The FAA introduced the 107 Drone
License, and I knew that was the course I needed to pursue.

We're coming up on the Drone Safety Awareness Week, and last year we
brought in the FoxFury lights and used them for a night operation demonstration.
FoxFury lights are great because they provide brightness modes that allow us to
adjust the lighting specifically for the scene we are trying to map.

FOXFURY: DESI,  TELL US HOW YOU GOT
STARTED WORKING WITH DRONES?

FOXFURY: HOW DO YOU WORK WITH DRONES
TODAY?

FOXFURY: HOW HAVE YOU USED FOXFURY
LIGHTS FOR YOUR DRONE OPERATIONS?
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INTERVIEW BY FOXFURY CONTINUED

FOXFURY: WHAT WAS YOUR MOST EXCITING
NIGHT FLIGHT?

A few months back, we organized a large group of drone
professionals and demonstrated how to fly safely at night. It was exhilarating
to have so many professionals come together for one purpose and really
demonstrate the power of nighttime drone aviation. FoxFury lights make
nighttime mapping, search and rescue, and public safety possible.

FOXFURY: WHY DO YOU THINK IT'S ESSENTIAL
THAT MORE WOMEN ENTER THE DRONE
INDUSTRY?

Statistically speaking, women only comprise 5% of the drone
industry. With the help of Women and Drones and CTI courses' availability,
we've seen that number grow to 6% in the last year. As a woman, I know that we
bring a unique perspective to the community. Drones are definitely a developing
career path and the perfect place for women to showcase our unique talents.

FoxFury Lighting Solutions is honored to work with professional women like Desi
Ekstein, who are leading the drone industry in education and development. As a
woman-owned company, FoxFury supports and encourages the expansion of STEM
programs and technical certifications for women. Learn more about drone lighting
and nighttime flights at www.foxfury.com

FOXFURY: DO YOU SEE DRONES AS A GATEWAY
FOR KIDS INTERESTED IN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY?

Yes. During drone courses, students are not only exposed to piloting but
also to computer programming and mechanics. Drones provide the perfect
gateway to students that want to explore a technologically advanced field of
study.

V E R T I C A L S P A C E |   2 2
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Pharns Genece is CEO and Founder of Unmanned Systems Operation
Group, a pioneering logistics solutions company specializing in
unmanned systems and secure drone delivery missions Pharns former
18-year Air Force Medevac Veteran. Formerly an Audio Engineer and
Technical Lead at The Walt Disney Company in Anaheim, CA. He is a
graduate of the MiraCosta College UAV/ROV Operators and
Technicians program. 

He is a FAA Part 107 Remote Pilot, that  holds an FAA Daylight Waiver
for night operations, and is a TOP Certified Pilot and a member of the
FAA Safety Team.  Pharns has combined his medical and technical skills
with a passion for UAVs and founded Unmanned Systems Operations
Group. The company recently embarked a pilot project to deliver
prescriptions from a pharmacy to customer’s at home.

WOMENANDDRONES: PHARNS, TELL US ABOUT
CURRENT CHALLENGES YOU ARE FACING IN
THE INDUSTRY?

Our industry's challenge is not the technology; the technology is
exponentially growing almost faster than we can implement. Our
significant challenges lie within the regulatory arena, specifically in safely
integrating drones into manned airspace protecting everyone from bad
actors an  illegal operations. This hurdle is understandable since we’re
attempting to do new things while mitigating risk.

WOMENANDDRONES: WHAT IS YOUR VISION
OF THE INDUSTRY IN 3 – 5 YEARS??

My vision is to have an emerging infrastructure supporting drones as integrated tools in our daily lives.
Drones utilized for everything from emergency services to deliveries, drones used for good in ways we
haven't even anticipated yet.

S P O T L I G H T  M E M B E R
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First, I would love to see more women in my company, and even more in
the industry. Having a broader and more diverse pool of talent, views,
and skillsets to draw from can only foster even more rapid growth and
innovation.I believe it's more important to be an ally to women than
support them. Support implies that women need something from men to
succeed, and I find that to be a fallacy. Men need to be allies and make
sure women have the same equitable opportunities as they do. I'm an ally
because when we were looking to hire, less than 1% of our applicants
were female or minorities. I found that very distressing, which is why I am
underwriting opportunities to have more women in the industry.

I'm engaged in the opportunity of a lifetime  helping pioneer a new
industry. I have two beautiful and amazing daughters an equally brilliant
nieces that are more than capable of dominating any field they wish to
tackle. Suppose they want to get into the drone industry. In that case, I
want to make sure they have the same equitable opportunity as
everyone else does. That's my job as a dad, uncle, and global citizen.
That's why I'm an ally.

SECURING DELIVERY MISSIONS:USOG- CONTINUED

WOMENANDDRONES: WHY DO YOU FEEL IT'S
IMPORTANT FOR MEN TO SUPPORT WOMEN IN THE
INDUSTRY OR WHY DO YOU PERSONALLY SUPPORT
WOMEN IN THE INDUSTRY??

V E R T I C A L S P A C E  |   2 4
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SAY HELLO TO OUR SMALL BUSINESS AND

SUPPORTER NETWORK

Let  them know you saw them here ;
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Before I got into creating content for TV, I was into professional jet ski racing. It
was there that I developed a relationship with the ESPN Broadcast crew. I spent
my mid-twenties travelling for jet ski-related work. I had Red Bull and Budweiser
interested in sponsoring me and all I wanted was to learn as much about
filmmaking as possible. I went to my local Barnes & Noble bookstore and read
every book I could find on filming and editing for television, about 35 books. I
pitched XSTV: Xtreme Sport Television to FOX Sports (FX TV) and they gave me a
shot. I got in the habit of saying “Yes? to everything even though I still felt like I
didn't know anything. It was crazy, I got a $400,000 check in 3 weeks from getting
their approval. It aired in 1997 and was the longest-running extreme sport
lifestyle program ever.

 In the end, I received two Emmy nominations and 40 industry awards for the
show.  What I was aiming for was bringing action to the viewer. This meant
capturing an “In-your-face,” FPV view point. That meant mounting cameras on
anything you could think of. This was before GoPro was introduced (in 2002). One
of the original owners of DJI saw my work and gave me a drone (in 2006). Back
then, there was no camera attached to it. A stunt coordinator friend was working
on a sci-fi show and was willing to try it out. We would use Velcro and duct tape to
mount the camera to the drone. There wasn't any gimbal so the footage was crap.
Lots of Jello effect in our shots. The show ended up using 10 seconds anyway. We
had some fun with the drone. We put a digital orb on it and fired lasers off it. I will
say this: I am impressed with DJI. They continually come out with drones 100
times better than the previous model. It’s so much easier to capture subjects in
action with a drone, and safer.

Skip Fredricks is an Emmy-winning aerial cinematographer, an FAA drone flight
instructor, creator of Drone TV, and has consulted on drones use for all the major
Hollywood studios and networks. He got his start with Fox Sports Net and
extreme sports. In 2014, he attended a drone trade show where he learned about
technology, and shortly picked up his first drone. His first flights were challenging.
He didnt' have any radio-controlled experience and the drones were early
generation technology. But he kept flying, upgrading the technology and
perfecting his flying skills. 

WOMENANDDRONES: SKIP,YOU'VE BEEN A
CINEMATORGAPHER FOR DECADES.  WHAT
INSPIRED YOU TO INCORPORATE DRONES INTO
FILMMAKING?
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EVOLVING WITH THE TIMES: CONTINUED
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Truthfully, you can't teach yourself to fly. You need someone to teach you. Everyone can take a picture with their cell
phone/DSLR, this doesn't mean you’re a photographer. It’s a good idea to learn how to frame a shot and keep your
subjects in focus. Forget the tricks, learn how to fly. It’s about precision. The things I teach include flying straight lines
back and forth, left and right. A lot of people don't know how to do it.  With aerial cinematography, you need to master
precision. That comes with consistent practice. Flying a drone is a learned skill. I got out every Sunday and fly basic
maneuvers. Regular filmmakers get one mission, then put camera on the ground.  You need a reel. People want to see
your work. Go for low-hanging fruit. Most in demand are real estate agents. They are looking for photographers and
cinematographers. They don't pay a lot but you are gaining experience and building up your flight hours, plus you’re
getting some type of compensation. Events don't pay a lot either. Make sure you’re following FAA rules and not flying
over people. Attending regional jet ski races is a more lucrative move. You can film the action and sell video to the
racers. There are a lot of local things going on to help fill your reel. Local television is another avenue worth exploring.
They produce commercials for local advertisers. Their production company will do it for free which means you do the
work for free but you’re shooting car commercials people are looking at you. I went to a Lamborghini dealer and filmed
the cars for nothing. You can use the footage in your own commercials. I gave the guy who owned the Lamborghini
dealership video and he used it. I tell people this all the time. Car dealerships are perfect for drones. They want to show
the vastness. They get shown on TV.  On a final note, the more tools you have in the arsenal, for example After Effects
or Final Cut Pro, DaVinci, Adobe Premiere Pro, the better. 

WOMENANDDRONES:WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE FOR THOSE
STARTING OUT OR LOOKING TO GROW THEIR DRONE BUSINESS?

www.hollywood-drones.net



She actively seeks feedback and
opportunities to grow as an employee and
as a manager. Cheryl began her career in
aviation after graduating from the
University of Nevada, Reno in 2015 and has
a background as a Senior Member of the
Civil Air Patrol in Reno. She initially
planned to join the AirForce, so we’re
thrilled Cheryl stuck it out with us instead,
and in 2019 her efforts paid off when she
was named Director of Flight Operations at
Iris Automation.

WITNESSING A RISING LEADER
 IN AVIATION

Stephanie Lacy-Price is a Communications Specialist on the Marketing

team at Iris Automation , with a particular interest in community

building and storytelling . 

        s the second woman to join Iris
Automation, I’ve been sensitive to
representation on our team since the
beginning. I’ve also had the privilege of a
front row seat to my colleague Cheryl
Contreras’s rapidly growing career. Cheryl
was the first woman on the team; she
joined in September 2017 as the third
member of our fledgling Reno outpost and
Flight Operations team. Originally an
Operations Assistant, she was soon a Flight
Operations Technician and, by the time I
joined, considered second in command to
our Head of Flight Operations and by late
2018 formally recognized as the Deputy
Head of Flight Operations.

In early 2019, she was featured in a blog
post we co-wrote titled, “Day in the Life of
Deputy Head of Flight Ops,” and in August
of this year she was a speaker on our
“Women and the Drone Industry” Ask Me
Anything webinar, which I coordinated and
helped her prepare for. So I've had ample
opportunity to work with Cheryl and learn
about her history and experience. Cheryl is
extremely easy to work with, very
responsive, and protective of her team.

As Director, Cheryl leads frequent field
testing missions, preparing flight briefs and
conducting post-testing analysis, both out
of our Reno office and across the U.S. The
Iris Automation Flight Operations team is
uniquely challenged by the need to operate
our system on a wide range of platforms
and autopilots, in varied environments, as
well as to build, maintain, and integrate
them in house. Cheryl is responsible for
ensuring the utmost safety while
maintaining a rigorous daily operational
schedule to support our Engineering,
Business, and Regulatory departments, as
well as external partners.

Cheryl Contreras

By: Stephanie Lacy- Price
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She has been  key to Iris
Automation’s  ability to rapidly
test its  technology and routinely 
conduct groundbreaking flights all over
the world. And while she currently
leads an entirely male team, she is
hoping it evolves to better represent
the rapidly changing field. And with
leaders like her in the industry, I can
only imagine that future generations
will be inspired to do just that. 

Iris Automation is a safety avionics
company building collision-avoidance
systems for autonomous vehicles. Iris
packages aerospace-grade computer
vision and AI into an ultralight solution
that creates real value in the
commercial use of drones. By enabling
drones to safely fly Beyond Visual Line
of Sight (BVLOS), Iris is the critical
missing piece that takes commercial
drone operations from theoretical to
functional.

Learn more at www.irisonboard.com

Cheryl has received well deserved
recognition in the industry. In July
2019, she was the first featured pilot
in Airversity Drone Pilot Academy's "I
Am a Drone Pilot" campaign and has
been a training consultant for
Airversity ever since. Most recently,
she won the 2020 NCET award as a
Rising Star in technical services.

WITNESSING A RISING LEADER IN AVIATION- CONTINUED
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R E S O U R C E S  A N D  E D U C A T I O N  F O R
C H I L D R E N  A N D  T H E I R  P A R E N T S  

KIDS CORNER

F R E E  P R I N T A B L E S
Download Here
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KIDS HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE
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SKYDIO AUTONOMY, A NEW AGE OF DRONE
INTELLIGENCE

Our aircrafts carry the Nvidia TX2-the fastest,

most power-efficient embedded AI computing

device available-and six fisheye, 4K navigation

cameras that see everything around the drone,

just a few of the hardware choices made with

autonomy in mind. However, the secret sauce is

the software. The hardware is designed from the

ground up to support a full-fledged autonomy

stack that helps you get the most out of every

flight. At a very high level, you can think of

Autonomy being composed of the following core

tenets:

We build our drones around these capabilities

because they impact your operations as a Skydio

pilot.  To learn more about some of these

capabilities and the impact they can have on your

work. Check out our Blog - “Skydio Autonomy| a

new age of drone intelligence.”  If you are

interested in putting Skydio Autonomy to work on

your team’s problems, please do get in touch via

our Contact Us form or Reserve yours today at

www.skydio.com

Skydio 2 is a sleek piece of hardware, but the

magic is the software that drives the hardware:

Skydio Autonomy™.

Autonomy is the key to turning drones into useful,

scalable, trusted tools that businesses can use and

rely on every day. In this article, we'll discuss the

key capabilities in the Skydio autonomy system,

the value those capabilities will provide, and how

to make autonomous revolution and get your job

done. 

WHAT IS TRUE AUTONOMY?

Skydio is a far from the first drone company to lay

claim to some form of autonomy. There are drones

that dabble in tracking, waypoint missions, and

grid flights for mapping. It can be difficult to

dicern which drones are just following script, and

which have the deep autonomy required to enable

revolutionary new use cases. In fact, autonomy

matters even when there's a pilot on the sticks.

Skydio's approach to autonomy is fundamentally

different from the rest of the industry's and the

ramifications of that approach have make-or-

break impacts on what our pilots are able to

achieve.
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The American Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing (ASPRS) is widely known for
leadership in the development and publication of
guidelines, standards, and best practices for the
production of imagery and elevation mapping
products. Those who participate in ASPRS
www.asprs.org have input into these standards
development activities, benefit from both face-to-face
and online educational opportunities, earn
professional development hours (PDHs), and can
become certified in one or more areas of their
expertise, including photogrammetry, remote sensing,
GIS, lidar, and UAS mapping.

Scientists, policy makers, emergency responders,
engineers, and entrepreneurs all have interest in
using imagery, topography, and detailed 3D models
to support their work. Successful deployment of
compact digital cameras, lidar systems, and thermal
sensors on a UAS for mapping requires more than
an FAA Part 107 license; it requires knowledge of
surveying and remote sensing principles. Highly
automated, user friendly software tools make it easy
to produce products, but expert knowledge and
supervision is still needed to produce data that
meet prevailing specifications and standards. ASPRS
is an outstanding resource for pursuing this
knowledge through our conference workshops and
technical sessions, and our virtual workshops and
webinars 

on the ProLearn platform www.asprs.prolearn.io/catalog
In 2021, we will be releasing online courseware, taught
by industry experts, which will include hands-on practice
exercises, and peer-to-peer discussions where
participants can interact with others who are taking the
same course.

ASPRS Certification, as a Mapping Scientist or
Technologist, is recognized the world over as a sign of
distinction, separating those who are merely owners of
technology from those who have demonstrated mastery
of the principles and practices of high-accuracy mapping
with a UAS. Assure your employer or your client that you
have the experience and skills required to meet their
requirements and expectations by pursuing ASPRS
Certification. Join a vibrant community of professionals
and experts who are leading the way in the rapid
advancement of UAS mapping technology. 

Learn more at  www.asprs.org/certification
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In late September, Bell conducted a successful flight of the Bell Autonomous Pod 

Transport (APT) 70 as part of a joint flight demonstration with NASA. Bell was 

selected to participate in NASA’s Systems Integration and Operationalization (SIO) 

activity in 2018, which includes multiple flight demonstrations focusing on different

 types of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) and their flight environments. The objective 

of Bell’s SIO demonstration was to execute a Beyond Visual Line-of-Sight (BVLOS) mission

in an urban environment transitioning into and out of Class B airspace represent in  future 

commercial flights. Mission results will be used to evaluate and demonstrate Detect and Avoid 

(DAA) and Command and Control (C2) technologies for use in future certified operations 

in controlled and uncontrolled airspace. Data collected during the demonstration will be used to support future

standards development and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification guidelines. Jennifer Andrews led the

effort for Bell, working closely with NASA and the FAA. She has been featured on the Women and Drones podcast

platform.

Launching from Bell’s Floyd Carlson field in Fort Worth, TX, the APT 70 flew a preprogrammed 10-mile circuit path

along the Trinity River. Once armed from the ground control station, the APT 70 initiated a vertical takeoff. The vehicle

then rotated to fly on its wings where it became nearly silent to the ground below. The vehicle executed its mission

profile at an altitude of 500 feet above ground level. The route included a road crossing and transition in and out of

Class B airspace. Communication between the ground station and the aircraft was maintained through a redundant

datalink. A prototype airborne detect and avoid system, along with visual observers, provided the remote pilot with

awareness of air traffic in the vicinity and recommended flight maneuvers.

Bell’s technology partners for the demonstration include Xwing and the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s Center

for Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA). Integrated onto the APT 70 is Xwing’s airborne, multi-

sensing detect and avoid system. Xwing’s system comprises of radars, ADS-B, visual system and onboard processing

to provide aircraft tracks and pilot alerts transmitted to the ground station. The APT 70 also includes CASA’s intuitive,

integrated display to provide pilots with local weather risk awareness and route-based weather alerts issued by their

City Warn Hazard Notification System deployed in the DFW metroplex.

It is envisioned that in the future, an operational APT 70 could provide efficient, rapid and dependable transport for

payloads up to 70lbs. The APT 70 is estimated to move three times as fast as ground transportation. The vehicle is

capable of autonomous flight, automatically flying a programmed flight route and handling an array of contingency

functions. Potential uses for the APT 70 include medical deliveries, third-party logistics, offshore delivery, humanitarian

relief and many more.

AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT

TRANSPORT
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ABOUT INTERDRONE
ONLINE
InterDrone Online, taking place December 15-

17, is a three-day virtual experience featuring

live-streamed keynotes, panels, fireside chats,

product showcases, live demos, and new

exciting ways to connect with the industry.

The virtual event will convene UAS

manufacturers, regulators, service providers,

thought leaders, and end-users, fostering an

actionable dialogue among industry

stakeholders.

 

New this year, and in collaboration with Women

and Drones, is Career Connect, an opportunity

for job seekers to connect with companies

looking to hire.  This event is a great way to

speak with potential employers while building

your professional network in the industry.

WOMEN IN DRONES LUNCHEON 2019

The fifth annual InterDrone Women In Drones Luncheon, Las

Vegas. We miss you Ladies!

DISCUSSION PANEL

Las Vegas, Interdrone 

EXHIBIT HALL CHINANIGANS

Women and Drones Raffle! 
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Using a drone-mounted thermal camera can quickly and

accurately help you show the installation manager where they are

losing efficiency due to broken cells, short-circuited modules, or

even entire strings that are offline. More importantly, periodic

thermal inspections – beginning at the installation’s

commissioning  give solar field owners and operators the ability to

track their field’s performance over time, and tie the plethora of

performance data they receive with visual evidence of their field’s

status.

 

All of these thermal inspections have their advantages

and limitations, however. And thorough training is essential to

properly understand what a thermal image is showing you.

Thermal cameras make images from radiated thermal, or “infrared”,

energy. In many ways this energy is completely foreign to new

operators, causing them to misunderstand and misinterpret what

their cameras are showing them.  A thorough grounding in the

fundamentals of infrared thermography will not only allow an

operator to get the most out of their investment in thermal

technology, it will also empower them to make the right buying

decision before they’ve purchased a thermal camera for their

drone.  Because proper training is a necessary first step, ITC offers

a variety of solutions that can work for everyone in these

challenging times.  Get certified with our lowest price of the year

and 20% off all certification classes through the end of 2020!  

The advent of civil unmanned aircraft has opened entire

new vistas of possibilities for operators interesting in everything

from videography to photogrammetry. But drone thermal imaging

opens the doors of potential even further, allowing operators to

see the invisible heat energy that is around us all the time and

engaging in certain types of inspections that simply can’t be done

any other way.

B Y  D A V I D  L E E

Thinking about Drone
Thermography?
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S O M E  T H I N G S  T O  C O N S I D E R . . .

While visible light (RGB) cameras can inspect commercial,

low-slope roofs for obvious, visible damage, thermal cameras

provide insights into the possibilities of moisture trapped beneath

the roof’s membrane material that would otherwise remain

hidden. This type of inspection has been done with handheld

infrared cameras for decades, but it can be a laborious,

painstaking process. A roof inspector with a handheld camera can

spend multiple nights walking the roof, taking images, marking

the roof, and documenting her findings. A drone operator, on the

other hand, can complete the same inspection in under an hour.

R O O F  I N S P E C T I O N

S O L A R  I N S P E C T I O N



Maggie Shuster was

introduced to Unmanned Aerial

Systems (UAS) while working

14 years as a catastrophe

insurance adjuster.  She

embraced the technology and

started her own UAS services

company in 2018. She acquired

her 107 FAA Pilot l icense and

became certified as a TOP,

AUVSI Trusted Operator

Professional.

In the last two years Maggie

has developed and applied this

new technology to real estate,

construction,  development,

agriculture,  and 3D mapping.

Additionally,  she developed

and presented educational

workshops to promote air

safety in the greater Dallas

Fort Worth metroplex.

She has become a ambassador

for the worldwide “Women and

Drones” network that brings

together women from around

the world to help them

connect and succeed in the

drone industry.  She also is a

member of the Women and

Drones Flight Services team.

Projects include Beta Testing,

Data Collection,  Topographical

maps & models for land

developers,  water beach

erosion, and agriculture 

Maggie is also an active

member of AUVSI (Association

for Unmanned Vehicle System

International)- where leaders

promote safe practices and

committed to advancing

technology for using

unmanned systems to

improve the human condition.

She serves on the North

Central Texas Council  of

Government (NCTCOG)

Unmanned Aircraft Systems

Safety and Integration Task

Force.

 Maggie is also a Chair of the

Awareness and Education

committee where she

volunteers time toward UAS

legislation,  training,  and

integration.  Aligned with the

committee’s mission is to

promote and facil itate UAS

programs in education and

explore practical applications

for various industries,  Maggie

strives to bridge the

awareness and understand

the gap unmanned systems

technology and general public

use.

www.youraerialview.com
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Applying New Technology
into Traditional Roles.



It was 95 degrees in August 2017 that I met

the pink and powerful Drone Diva, Desi

Ekstein. We both were attending a drone

training event in Albuquerque, New Mexico. As

I passed by Desi, she smiled and said “hi” very

enthusiastically, carrying her Inspire 2 drone.

Wow, who is this woman!  As two of the six

women attending this male dominant drone

training, we barely said hi and already had so

much in common. Living on opposite coasts of

the USA, we knew we had to get to know

each other better.  Fast forward 2 1/2 years

later. Covid 19, quarantine, loss of big

contracts, and a surge in online connections. I

called Desi and asked her, “Why don’t we start

an online coffee connection with our

drone community?” She quickly said “YES, let's

do it!” We reached out to Sharon

Rossmark, founder of Women & Drones and

asked her the same question and she

quickly said “YES, lets’ do it!”

Why an online Coffee Connection with the drone

community? Simply put “We are better together!” There

are so many drone pilots, drone service providers, and

drone solution companies in the US and globally. We

felt that the pandemic was a perfect opportunity to give

our global community a platform to get to know each

other. We start the meeting with a shout out to all

attendees. Then we have a weekly “Spotlight Speaker”

that represents some aspect of the drone industry.

Women and Drones, AirMap, FoxFury, UAVCoach, Pix4D,

Hollywood Drones, DieHard RC, Moss Photography,

SMG, & FLIR, are several examples of our Spotlight

Speakers.

We then take the second half of our hour together to

network and collaborate in “breakout rooms.” That’s

where the real connecting happens. We post a “question

of the day” that assists attendees to have a voice and

share their experience. Connecting, collaborating, and

learning from each other through this online weekly

networking platform has been a powerful experience.

The passion and comradery of all who attend is

exhilarating!  

   

 As we continue with our weekly Coffee Connections,

Desi and I are attracting industry leaders who

are enthusiastic to share their knowledge and products.

They are pleasantly surprised how they are uplifted,

encouraged, and enjoy taking time to connect

with others in the drone industry. With most of the

industry conferences cancelled or postpone due to

Covid concerns  we are happy to provide a platform that

educates, connects, and edifies our first love DRONES.

Desi & I feel that it’s our best cup of coffee of the week

and our attendees feel the same way!

DRONE COFFEE
CONNECTIONS
WITH DESI AND
KIM 

"BEST CUP OF
COFFEE OF THE

WEEK"

"YES, LET'S DO IT!"
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Kim Players (on right ) has spent the past 30 years in sales and

marketing, public speaking, and leadership training. Her ability as a

visionary, educator, and team leader has given her boundless

opportunities as an entrepreneur and professional speaker.   As

CEO of Master Your Drone she has attracted Angel Investors, won a

grant from Penn State University, and was awarded office space

through a tech startup accelerator program As a lifetime

entrepreneur, businesses have moved through the seasons of her

life with passion, purpose, and profit. The drone industry has given

Kim an opportunity to embrace and celebrate her life’s

experiences & share them with others. “I love assisting people to

find their passion, create their purpose, reach their goals, and

create income.” As a master trainer Kim has assisted thousands of

eager clients to reach their goals and follow their dreams!” 

 www.masteryourdrone.com

Desi Ekstein (on left), On The Go Video.biz, is a

service provider, safety advisor, and educator for the UAS

industry.   For six years Desi has been providing flight and safety

training. On The Go Video will ensure companies and their team

members are compliant with current FAA regulations and

safety during operations. This includes pre and post-flight

operations as well as onsite operations.  Her company, On The

Go Video.biz, offers safety compliance training that is

documented and measurable to AUVSI standards.  Desi is an

AUVSI TOP Level 3 instructor and pilot. She is also a FAASTeam

lead representative "DronePro" for San Diego, California.

www.onthegovideo.biz
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Drone-based Sensors for Land Resource

Management

Drone-based imagery is playing a key role in land

resource management. Be it agriculture,

reforestation, water management, or reclamation

projects, drone imagery provides important

information allowing better use of resources.

While visual cameras are often used, more and

more drones are now equipped with multispectral

cameras. These cameras measure the light

reflected by plants that we can’t see with the

human eye.

 

Changes in plant reflectance are often indicative of

problems in the field. A stressed plant reflects

more light in the red edge band (712–722 nm), a

critical region for studying plant health. Thus, a

sensor equipped with this band, like the MicaSense

RedEdge, can detect stress earlier than an RGB or

an NDVI camera.

 

Double the Spectral Resolution with Half the

Hassle

 

The uses and applications of multispectral sensors

might vary depending on the bands included. While

a standard multispectral sensor that collects 3-5

wavelengths of light, can provide information on

vigor and chlorophyll content, a 10-band solution

like the RedEdge-MX Dual Camera Imaging System

is more suitable for specific applications like

environmental monitoring.

Combining two 5-band sensors, the RedEdge-MX and

the RedEdge-MX Blue, this solution includes a new

coastal blue band, a new green band, and

three new bands in the red to red-edge region of the

spectrum, opening the door for advanced remote

sensing applications and allowing direct comparison

between satellite and drone data.

DRONE SENSORS FOR

VEGETATION MAPPING

PHOTO  BY :  CUAV2019

FEATUR ING :  EMILY  C IES IELSK I

M ICASENSE  ALTUM -DJ IM200
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Multispectral, Thermal, and High-res RGB

 

Along with multispectral and visible imaging, a camera

that also records thermal data, like the MicaSense

Altum, provides more insights into irrigation

management and plant health. Aside from the multiple

vegetation indices that can be generated from the

different bands, slight temperature changes recorded by

the thermal imager are also indicative of plant stress

since sick plants decrease transpiration, thus their

temperature increases.

 

The Camera is Just the Beginning

 A high-quality sensor is key to obtaining precise

information that allows for faster decision making,

better resource management, and yield improvements

while helping reduce environmental impact. However,

the camera is just a piece in the whole workflow. Having

a professional drone that can carry it and a software 

that can process the imagery and translate it into

actionable  information are also important. Early

versions of processing and analytics software required

the user to have a higher level of expertise to be able to

interpret the data. Even though technical knowledge is

still required to get the most out of this technology, the

market is going towards a simplified workflow, providing

tools that are easier to use and that reduce the time

required to obtain useful information, so farmers can

make decisions and take action on the same day that the

data was captured.

About MicaSense

With more than six years in the market, MicaSense is at

the forefront of drone sensor development for

vegetation mapping, creating high-quality sensors so

users get impactful analytics. All MicaSense products are

designed and manufactured in the USA and distributed

globally. For more information visit www.micasense.com

 REDEDGE -MX -  DJ IM200

MICASENSE  2 1448 -  DUAL  CAMERA

SYSTEM -  DJ I  INSP IRE 1
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We asked Linda about perceptive challenges for

women wanting to begin flying UA for construction

sites."My work in high stakes environments

demonstrates that women should not be intimidated

flying drones on any sort of job site. There are

myriad opportunities for different kinds of work. It's

like different genres of photography; there are many

avenues to success in the world of drones, some of

which are not yet discovered."

How did you get started in flying unmanned

aircraft in the construction industry?

My family has a background in the construction

industry, so for me, it was a natural progression to

add drones to my photography toolbox. After all, it's

an amazing flying camera.  

by: Douglas Spotted Eagle 
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Can you tell us about various challenges on job

sites, whether physical or mental?

"Challenges arise, like anything. I've learned I need to

have nerves of steel working in these environments

where RF can bounce the drone signal, where heavy

equipment may get in the way, or where new site

supervisors might not understand a woman on the

jobsite. Like muscles in your body where you

exercise to build up strength, flying frequently

strengthens your understanding and skills. Get out

and fly. 

Linda Quackenboss, of Linda Q Photography, is a woman who has incorporated drones into her toolkit, and a
Woman and Drones member for the past year. Linda's work is heavily focused on both marketing videos and
general contractor/construction captures for progress reports, marketing photos, and mapping. Often, her first
flight at these sites/jobs start on dirt, working their way through the construction progress to completed
projects. We had an opportunity to sit down with Linda during a weather hold on a large site she's been site-
monitoring with a drone for the past several months. 



Get the flight hours in practice so that you're ready when

issues come up on the paid missions. As a women, I'm

sometimes seen as somewhat invisible. When my husband

would come out to the sites with me as a V/O, site

supervisors often first speak to him. It's always interesting

when he points to me and says, "She's the pilot in

command, I'm the visual observer."

Physically, it's hard to see in bright sunlight, so I've had to

develop workflows and equipment. 

 

How did you come to choose the Autel EVO II Series

aircraft as your primary workhorse?

"I've hard experience with most of the smaller drones,

starting with DJI, moving to Yuneec, and then one day I

observed a police office using an Autel drone at a training

conference I was attending. It turned out the the Sundance

Media Group team had been using Autel Evo platform as a

training aircraft. I approached Jennifer Pidgen of SMG and

asked about renting one for a few days. After that, I was

impressed and hooked. I've just acquired an EVO II Pro 6K,

and the quality is unbelievable. Putting aside that it's a

packable, portable, professional aircraft, the camera is so

far beyond what I was able to push with my other tools, so

I'm very happy with the rugged build, flight stability, and of

course, image quality.

I have also come to appreciate the Mission Planning

software. With Pix4Dreact, I can create a fast map and

clients appreciate that as an add-on for any images I might

capture for them." For those of you not aware, the EVO II

Pro and EVO II Dual rugged bundles include a one-year

subscription to Pix4Dreact!

What do you like best about the EVO II other than the

camera? 

The most valuable feature in the Autel series is that I don't

have to get permission to fly from an overseas company. I

have waivers from the FAA , and Autel recognizes that I'm a

professional and capable of managing airspace as a

certified pilot. I love that the aircraft has a longer flight time

and can manage big winds better than other aircraft in its

size. 
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How would you describe your learning curve with the

drone? How did you get started with drones?

" A client asked me if I could do drone work. I'd been doing

photography for many years, and when my client asked

about aerial angles, it seemed natural to dig into aerial

cameras. I found my first aircraft, and attended some

workshops from Sundance Media Group. Now I've got clients

who ONLY want drone work. It's been a great journey so far,

and I'm always learning from either people around me,

reading web forums or spending time with the people from

SMG when they are training or capturing sites. I also studied

online, wading through the websites that are all fluff and no

meat, spend alot of time studying the FAA sites, and

eventually found SMG. I took a night flight course from SMG,

a two -day course with SMG during the National Association

of Broadcasters, as well as PIx4D training. I've also attended

all the Women and Drones events at CommUAV and

InterDrone. The Coffee Connections with Women and

Drones has been a great help, and truly enjoy learning from

the ladies and corporate members. I'm excited that Autel

Enterprise will be  a part of the Women and Drones family!

This helps me keep up with everything going on."

Any words of advice for new female pilots just joining the

industry?

"Expect to encounter some skepticism. That disappears

quickly when they see me flying with confidence and

capability. There is always potential in male-dominated

industry to treat women with less respect, yet that goes

away quickly when I demonstrate competence. Women are

the minority in drone piloting. Embrace it. Demonstrate that

you can do the job."

www.auteldrones.com/pages/evo-ii-detail

Another important feature is being here in Nevada, many of

my clients use federal funds for their building projects. With

the recent bans on some brands of aircraft, I'm grateful to

be able to assure my clients that their data isn't being

transmitted overseas to a foreign government. Autel doesn't

require a phone or other device to fly, and their aircraft

doesn't require WiFi to function. 



There was a time when people and goods were
moved through the crowded city on the ground,
restricted to the busy street surfaces by necessity
and gravity.
 
So, inspired visionaries considered new ways to
pick up and deliver their wares by safely
transporting passengers and shipping cargo about
the ever growing urban jungle. Methods for more
timely and efficient access to rural areas also were
in demand. The answer: Invent revolutionary flying
machines that could rise above the traffic-jamming
congestion below.
 
No, we’re not talking about the Wright Brothers in
1903. This vision of the future with hundreds of
electric-powered drones and people-carrying
air taxis filling the skies – the long-held promise of
something out of “The Jetsons,” “Blade Runner,” or
just about any planet featured in “Star Wars” – is
on track to finally becoming a reality.
 
“Our goal is a safe and efficient air transportation
system where everything from package delivery
drones to passenger-carrying air taxis operate
above populated areas – from small towns to the
largest cities. The convergence of technologies and
new business models enabled by the digital
revolution is making it possible,” said Robert
Pearce, NASA’s associate administrator for
aeronautics research.

Advanced Air Mobility
Takes Flight With Help
from NASA

WRITTEN BY JIM BANKE
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Of course, we’re talking about Advanced Air
Mobility (AAM), an area NASA has led the way in
developing and conducting research for several
years now.  

As interest in the potential of AAM exploded
around the world, NASA hosted gatherings and
organized technical research activities. Initially
focused on high-density urban areas, it became
clear to everyone that these types of services
could benefit everyone, not just those who live in a
big city. 
 
Today, NASA has defined two categories of AAM
operations based on the distance planned to be
flown: local and intraregional. Local flights will be
considered as starting from any single point and
then extending out about 50 miles and back, maybe
a little further. While intraregional flights will be
longer flights, say from Philadelphia to New York
City.
 
This new era in flight is what NASA’s aeronautical
innovators and a community of government,
industry and academic partners are working
together to enable right now. But there’s still much
research to be done, tests performed,
demonstrations conducted, and operating rules
and regulations to be written and adopted before 
 



you should expect same-day package
delivery by air on the roof of your office building
downtown.

“Our goals are to help develop and enable as
much as possible what we like to think of as an
entire ecosystem when it comes to Advanced Air
Mobility,” said Davis Hackenberg, NASA’s AAM
mission integration manager.

Safety Tops the List
 
NASA and its partners are working with the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) to come up with a
way to safely manage all of these low-flying
aircraft so they do not interfere with or burden the
current air traffic control system that manages the
national airspace.
 
In fact, NASA’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems Traffic
Management project, which has successfully
conducted several demonstrations managing small
drones in flight under various conditions, could be
very helpful as a foundational tool for AAM
researchers to take advantage of in developing
their air traffic management system.
 
But safety is a key driver for more than just air
traffic management. NASA is looking to ensure the
entire AAM system is operated with a high degree
of safety in terms of using any automation and
trusting autonomous decision making, as well as
offering the least amount of nuisance when it
comes to how much noise the air vehicles
generate.
 
Another area where NASA’s strengths already are
assisting AAM air vehicle development is with its
electric propulsion research. Hybrid-electric or all-
electric-powered vertical takeoff and landing air
vehicles are likely to dominate AAM operations
over cities thanks to their significantly reduced, or
even zero emissions, as well as relatively quiet
operation.
 
NASA recently made available to the entire AAM
community extensive technical data gathered from
its still-ongoing X-57 Maxwell project, which is an
all-electric propulsion experimental research
airplane. The shared data comes from more than 25
publicly available documents written by the X-57
team, who are continuing to work with

Building the AAM ecosystem requires expertise in
many areas, including those where NASA
traditionally has not had strong expertise. So,
essentially, the more partners NASA has in this
effort the merrier.

“There are several areas that have not been
‘traditional NASA,’ but in order to understand the
entire landscape and develop this entire AAM
ecosystem, we need to consider everything and
work with those who can help us,” Mendonca said.

For example, part of the AAM model could include
“vertiports” – dedicated platforms where an air
vehicle can take off or land as close to its
customer’s final destination as possible. Such
platforms would come with certain infrastructure
requirements – power, secure access, cleared
landscaping – that are likely to involve real estate
developers, property managers, utility companies,
and local government officials and civil engineers.

“These are entities and people that NASA in the
past hasn’t really partnered with on projects of
this scale. They will be able to help us with our
challenges, while at the same time we can provide
our expertise so they can better understand what
the AAM community’s needs are,” added
Hackenberg.

And while NASA intends to remain a leader in the
areas where it can best help, Hackenberg said the
agency is keenly aware of the importance of
listening to the AAM community to be sure
everyone is on the same page and moving in the
same direction.
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regulators on how best to approach certifying
their new ideas for flight – all of which can be
helpful to AAM.

All Partners Welcome
 
“The key to success in making AAM a reality is the
opportunity for NASA to work with a large, diverse
set of partners. This helps us ensure we are
considering the best innovations across industry
and developing the optimal architecture,” said
Nancy Mendonca, NASA’s AAM deputy mission
integration manager.
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National Campaign
 
To that end, NASA is committed to working with
industry and the FAA in organizing a series of
technical exercises involving small aircraft
of various sizes. The idea is to enable industry to
demonstrate in a real-world environment the
readiness of companies’ vehicles and airspace
operators’ systems to fly a full range of passenger
transport and cargo delivery scenarios under
varying weather and traffic conditions. Known as
the National Campaign, the exercises will take
place at multiple locations over several years.
 
Among the more general goals of the National
Campaign: Promote public confidence in AAM
safety; give prospective vehicle manufacturers and
operators, as well as prospective airspace service
providers, insights into the evolving regulatory and
operational environment; and facilitate community
-wide learning while capturing the public’s
imagination.

The first major component of the National
Campaign, known as NC-1, will be based on safety
scenarios for initial commercial operations
proposed by industry and include key elements
that are required for industry partners to progress
beyond initial commercial operations and scale
their operations for more complex environments.
 
More specifically, NC-1 will allow participants to
demonstrate integrated operations in realistic
situations that include two-way network flight
plan communications, operating beyond visual line
of sight, simulated emergencies, avoiding ever-
changing nearby air traffic in real time, and safely
landing with the self-induced turbulence that can
come from touching down close to buildings or
other structures.
 
“Unmanned drones and traveling by personal air
vehicle will become commonplace in the future,
and NASA wants to help the AAM community to
make it happen,” Mendonca said.

www.nasa.gov



DJI recently released the Mini 2 to a very eager

community of drone enthusiasts. But what makes

the Mini 2 most interesting is that it will appeal to

an even larger audience than most other recent

camera drones released in the market. The Mini 2

is a drone designed for people who don’t have

much past experience with drones. And because it

is small, light (under the 250 grams required for

registration with the FAA) and very simple to fly,

it stands to open the market to a whole new set

of “casual” drone pilots.

Let’s start with what the Mini 2 is not. It is not a

professional camera drone. While it has many

features in common with its larger brethren, it is

significantly simplified in terms of what it can do.

But that doesn’t mean it is a toy. It is a true marvel

of technology. It features a 3-axis mechanical

gimbal for smooth video footage and sharp

photos. It has a 12MP camera that can shoot 4K

video at 30 frames per second as well as RAW

photos. It has built-in “quickshots” that let you

take amazing video footage with the press of a

single button. It can also take panoramic photos

and automatically stitch them together for

immediate access on your smart phone or tablet.

It has a theoretical flight time of 31 minutes

(under ideal conditions) and a top speed of 37

miles per hour.

by: Kelly Shores 
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The popularity of drones in film and cinema has

made the need to include a bird’s eye view almost

essential to professional and hobby content

creators. The ability to quickly and safely put a

drone in the air has raised the bar on the kind of

content that individuals like YouTubers and social

media influencers are producing. And with

cameras getting better and cheaper all the time,

this trend won’t be going away any time soon. The

Mini 2 puts this power into the hands of anyone

with a good eye for photographic composition

and levels the playing field for content creators

who previously thought that a drone might be too

expensive or too complex for them. Considering

how far drones have come in a relatively short

period of time, it stands to reason

that a small, simple and affordable drone would

reach the market.

The DJI Mini 2
Small Size, Big Features 

DJI Mini 2  



Ready Set Drone is a community of drone pilots from around the world who support this hobby and the drone

industry. We also support one another through positive feedback and interactions with others who enjoy drones

as much as we do. If you are a beginner in the drone world, don't worry, we are here to support and teach you. If

you are an experienced pilot, welcome!

https://www.youtube.com/readysetdrone

Of course, if you are considering a camera drone, you should definitely do your homework. There are

many great options available from a variety of manufacturers. But DJI is clearly the leader in this space

and, for most people, their drones are the easiest path to get into the world of flying cameras. And while

their Mini 2 is not the “best” drone you can get, it will do most of the things that casual drone pilots are

looking for - get in the air quickly, fly safely, and take great images. So don’t let the small size fool you,

when it comes to adding production value to your videos or photography, the Mini 2 is HUGE!
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Check out the

review of the DJI Mini 2 here:

https://youtu.be/mk0dAqp33Xo
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L o o k i n g  f o r  a  d r o n e  a c c e s s o r y ,L o o k i n g  f o r  a  d r o n e  a c c e s s o r y ,L o o k i n g  f o r  a  d r o n e  a c c e s s o r y ,

w o r k s h o p  o r  g i f t  f o r  t h e  d r o n i e  i nw o r k s h o p  o r  g i f t  f o r  t h e  d r o n i e  i nw o r k s h o p  o r  g i f t  f o r  t h e  d r o n i e  i n

y o u r  l i f e ?  y o u r  l i f e ?  y o u r  l i f e ?      

N e e d  a  g i f t  f o r  a  t e a c h e r  o r  aN e e d  a  g i f t  f o r  a  t e a c h e r  o r  aN e e d  a  g i f t  f o r  a  t e a c h e r  o r  a

c h i l d  w h o  l o v e s  l e a r n i n g  a b o u tc h i l d  w h o  l o v e s  l e a r n i n g  a b o u tc h i l d  w h o  l o v e s  l e a r n i n g  a b o u t

d r o n e s  a n d  a v i a t i o n ?  d r o n e s  a n d  a v i a t i o n ?  d r o n e s  a n d  a v i a t i o n ?  

W e  h a v e  a  f e w  i d e a s  f o r  y o u !  A sW e  h a v e  a  f e w  i d e a s  f o r  y o u !  A sW e  h a v e  a  f e w  i d e a s  f o r  y o u !  A s

y o u  r e v i e w  t h e  l i s t  l o o k  f o r  t h ey o u  r e v i e w  t h e  l i s t  l o o k  f o r  t h ey o u  r e v i e w  t h e  l i s t  l o o k  f o r  t h e

W o m e n  A n d  D r o n e s  s p e c i a lW o m e n  A n d  D r o n e s  s p e c i a lW o m e n  A n d  D r o n e s  s p e c i a l

d i s c o u n t  c o d e s !  H a v e  a  w o n d e r f u ld i s c o u n t  c o d e s !  H a v e  a  w o n d e r f u ld i s c o u n t  c o d e s !  H a v e  a  w o n d e r f u l

h o l i d a y  s e a s o n !h o l i d a y  s e a s o n !h o l i d a y  s e a s o n !

H a p p y  H o l i d a y s ,H a p p y  H o l i d a y s ,H a p p y  H o l i d a y s ,    

T h e  W o m e n  A n d  D r o n e s  T e a mT h e  W o m e n  A n d  D r o n e s  T e a mT h e  W o m e n  A n d  D r o n e s  T e a m
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Like our
advertisers and
sponsors?
VIS IT  THEIR  S ITE  AND  TELL  THEM  WE

SENT  YOU !

Interested in being featured in
the Spring issue of Vertical

Space 2021? 

GROW YOUR REACH.

Contact Us
verticalspace@womenanddrones.com
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Sponsorship
and Marketing
Programs

REACH  WOMEN  IN  THE  INDUSTRY !

Contact:
media@womenanddrones.com

Learn More! 


